CHINA OUTBOUND MARKET UPDATE

China Outbound Travel
Chinese Outbound Travelers in Millions
“2016 marked the end of the Golden
Decade for outbound tourism”

Source(s):; CNTA; Travel China Guide

Preferred Leisure Activities Of China’s Upper Class

Source(s): AVIAREPS China research

Chinese Travel Spend
2012: China became the world’s #1 spending market on travel
2013: Chinese spending soared 24%; widening the gap with the world’s #2 and #3 highest spending travel markets (USA and Germany)
2014: Chinese spending on travel soared 27% in one year, accounting for nearly 20% of global travel spend
2015: Chinese spending on travel continued to soar 23%; 48% of outbound Chinese indicated they planned to increase travel spending
2016: China overtakes the USA as the #1 business travel market
2017: Chinese spending on travel reaches new high of $266 billion - drop in shopping spend, increase in experiences and culture demand
2018: Chinese tourists made 149 million overseas trips in 2018, with total spending amounting to $130 billion, marked a year-on-year increase
of 14.7 % and 13%, respectively.
2020: Chinese spending on travel forecast to reach $429 billion

Source(s):; South China Morning Post; Jing Daily

China Market Tiers
Tier 1 markets

Distribution of different tiers

•

Top-7 provinces and municipalities

•

Per capita GDP of more than USD 10,000, house over half of China’s middle class

•

49% outbound travel agencies serve the market, generating 60% county’s outbound business

Tier 2 markets
•

China’s central provinces, as well as some western provinces

•

Per capita GD from USD 5,000–9,999, 40% of the country’s affluent class

•

44% outbound travel agencies serve the market, generating 38% county’s outbound business

Tier 3 markets
•

Located primarily in the remote west of China

•

10% of the country’s wealthy class

•

7% outbound travel agencies serve the market, generating 2% county’s outbound business

Source(s): Adapted from © Pablo Fernandez Rivera | Dreamstime.com

Rise of Tier 2 Cities:
Growth & Spending Power
While the greatest numbers of travelers continue to come from Tier 1 cities, the biggest spenders
are not necessarily coming from there…

Top 10 source cities, by # of pax

Top 10 source cities, by spending

1.

Shanghai (Tier 1)

1.

Suzhou

2.

Beijing (Tier 1)

2.

Beijing (Tier 1)

3.

Guangzhou (Tier 1)

3.

Shanghai (Tier 1)

4.

Chengdu

5.

Shenzhen

4.

Guiyang

6.

Hangzhou

5.

Shenyang

7.

Nanjing

6.

Xian

8.

Wuhan

7.

Changchun

9.

Tianjin

8.

Dalian

10.

Chongqing

9.

Qingdao

10.

Wenzhou

Sources: CTA, Ctrip, CNTA

China Outbound Travel Market Funnel
40% of 130 million outbound Chinese trips are
just day trips to Hong Kong and Macau
Of remaining 80 million overnight trips,
50% are again to Hong Kong
and Macau
Of the balance, 26 million
trips are short- and
mid-haul
Just 14 million
trips are
long-haul

Just 1% of China‟s
total
1.4 billion population

Chinese Overseas Travel Expenditures
2012
China RANKS #1
globally in overseas tourism
spending at Euro
94 billion, soaring
ten-fold since
2000 when China
ranked #7 globally

2014

2016

2017

China overtakes the Spending reaches
U.S. as the
a new high of
EURO 235 billion
27% increase, higher #1 BUSINESS
(UNWTO) , take 1/5
than the 2013
increase of 24%
travel market in the of world‟s tourists.
world, generating
Shopping
China contributes
20% of global
spending while
nearly 20% of the
business travel
abroad decreases
world's travel
spend
while spending on
increase during that
entertainment,
year
Overseas tourism
culture,
spend reaches
experiences and
EURO 220 billion, healthy-lifestyle
products soars
up 20% over 2015
level

$164 BILLION,

Source(s): South China Morning Post; Jing Daily

2018
Chinese tourists
made 149 million
overseas trips in
2018, with total
spending
amounting to
Euro119 billion,
marked a year-onyear increase of
14.7 % and 13%,
respectively.

2020 (f)
Overseas spending
is expected to
reach Euro 392
billion

Overseas travel will continue to
grow significantly, increasing 80%
into 2025 to 220MM trips

Chinese consumers are most
likely to be ‘traditional tourists’
or bonding time tourists’
For ‘traditional tourists’ (40%),
the most important thing when
they go on holiday is to
experience the authentic
culture of a place
For ‘bonding time’ tourists (24%),
family time/activities and leisure
are most important

Travel is becoming
more attainable and
commonplace among
middle class
At 15% growth YoY, Travel
is the one of the highest
increasing categories
among middle class
among consumers
Source: 2018 New Middle Class Consumption Upgrade Report, iResearch; National Tourism Administration;
Sohu.com.; Foresight Factory | Base: 802-4216 online respondents per country aged 16+, 2018 July

Outbound tourists
are concentrated
in major tier 1 areas

Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangdong have the
largest number of outbound tourists, followed
by Jiangsu, Shandong, Zhejiang, Tianjin,
Fujian, Liaoning, and Hebei provinces.

The number of outbound tourists from China’s first-tier cities
(Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen) ranked the highest,
accounting for 48.61%. While second-tier city (including all
provincial capitals), comes in the second place, accounting
for 41.61%.

Source: 中国公民出境（城市）旅游消费市场调查报告（2017—2018）

Consumer Journey
for travel is heavily
influenced by
digital/mobile
•

China accounts for most of
APAC digital travel sales

Offline Hobby
Groups

Online Hobby
Groups

Offline Sourcing
Info.

Online Tips,
Reviews
and Product
Details

Source: eMarketer 2018; GroupM insights

Offline
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Online
Booking
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Traveler Consumer
Profile

Top life stages:
•
17% of this audience are Parents with Older children:
•
Mirrors the general population (100 index)
46% of this audience are Parents with young children;
•
•
30% more likely than the general pop to be in this segment
•
14% of this audience are Child free couples:
•
5% more likely than the general pop to be in this segment

71%
Are in the top 3
income
quartiles

Analyzed Live Panel
data to assess
demographics of travel
audience:

Top psychographic attitudes:

Includes the following:
• 18-54
•

Self defined as
“world explorer”
attitude

•

“Frequent flyer”
(flown
in past year)

Moment Seizers
58%
… of the
travel
audience
identified fit in
this segment

Image-Focused
225 ix (index)

65 %

169 ix

Culturally
Curious
71 %

…125% more
likely than the
general
population to
be in this
segment

Live Panel data: China; 2490 respondents (A18-54 + world explorer + Frequent flyer)

161 ix

Media channels
have significant
influence within the
travel category

•
•

Video (across digital/OLV) as entertainment works well to influence category
travel
Social influence coming from brands and consumers has significant impact

A brand or
company
website
/ video channel

23%
(116ix)

13

Recommendatio
n friends & family

21%
(90ix)

Brand’s official
page on a
social network

Online advertising

16%
(104ix)

Live Panel data: China; 2490 respondents (A18-54 + world explorer + Frequent flyer)

15%
(108ix)

China market travel
category insights

14

•

Chinese outbound travel is growing rapidly with the expansion of the middle class
and are most likely to be ‘traditional tourists’

•

The Chinese travel profile is higher income and more likely to have young
children.
They are image-focused, culturally curious and moment seizers

•

The Chinese travel profile consumes media mostly for discovering and learning
and is increasingly spending time on mobile, specifically on social media and
digital publisher sites

•

Within the category, digital channel will become increasingly important, with
social media and OLV have on travel category decisions

•

Having high-quality, snackable and shareable digital content will become
increasingly important for the category to drive inspiration and further
research

Updated: 09 Mar 2020

Chinese Tourism to Europe
According to CTA, Chinese tourists made over 6 million trips to Europe in 2018, and a quarter of the top 20
destinations for Chinese tourists were European countries. Eastern Europe, which has the most countries
participating in China’s Belt and Road Initiative, had the highest number of Chinese arrivals, and a year-on-year
growth rate of 20%. The number of Chinese tourists traveling to Europe continues to grow in 2019, thanks to
favorable visa policies, new flight routes, exchange rates, and consumer services.

According to CTA, in the first half of 2019, the number of Chinese outbound tourists is expected to
reach 81.29 million, an increase of 14% over the previous year, with 3 million trips to Europe, an increase
of 7.4%. HCG Travel data reveals that the number of Chinese booking a trip to Europe in the first half of
2019 grew by 12.3% year-on-year. Ctrip data shows that Europe is the second top world region for
Chinese tourists, accounting for 10% of outbound trips.

Exchange Rates and Chinese Tourism
As the RMB continues to weaken against the USD, it’s the right time for traveling to Europe, making them
more cost-effective overseas destinations. These favorable exchange rates have attracted more Chinese
tourists to European countries. According to Ctrip, the number of bookings for group tours, independent
travel, customized tours, and other products, to Norway and Iceland increased by 84% and 60% year-onyear, respectively, for the summer holiday period.

Destinations and Source Cities
In the first half of 2019, a number of new flight routes to Europe were opened, with direct flights from
Shanghai to Budapest, Shenzhen to Budapest, Beijing to Oslo, Shenzhen to Rome, Hangzhou to Rome,
Chengdu to Rome, and Guangzhou-Urumqi-Vienna, making it more convenient for Chinese tourists to
travel to Europe.

The top 10 source cities for Chinese tourism to Europe are mostly all first-tier and “new first-tier” cities, with just one
second-tier city (Kunming).

Demographics
In the first half of 2019, 62.9% of trips from China to Europe were made by women, and 37.1% by men. The age of
outbound tourist was fairly high, with over half born in the 1950s and 1960s, and 12.7% born in the 1970s.

While Chinese tourists to Europe tend to be older, as we have seen in the previous section, those booking
customized tours are younger, with over half born in the 1980s, ’90s, or 2000s.

The Rise of Customized Tours
Because of language barriers, visa application, cultural differences, and other factors, 70% of Ctrip bookings to
Europe are still for group tours. At the same time, there is a noticeable shift to smaller and more personalized tours.
The number of Chinese traveling to Europe on a customized private tour is still just 5% of the total number of
Chinese travelers to Europe, but it has grown by 120% since last year. These tours are generally for just 3 to 4
people.

